Basic Problem
Given a train time-table / schedule, locomotive assignment to the trains and all costs related to fueling, determine the fueling plan that minimizes the overall fueling costs Additional fueling constraints:
Number of fueling stops Capacity of locomotive fuel tank Daily capacity of the fueling truck at yards Assumptions:
Fueling stops do not delay the trains (instantaneous refueling) Fuel consumption rate between two station yards known
Problem Features
Fueling costs have three parameters -unit cost of fuel, cost of making a fueling stop at a yard and cost of hiring a fueling truck at a yard Cost of fuel at yards vary (due to logistics, marketing cost & taxes)
Restriction on the amount of fuel available at a yard Restriction on the number of fueling stops at intermediate yards 
Problem Analysis
In reality, trains have NO ROLE in locomotive refueling, excepting the information they carry about the sequence of yards that the locomotive will power the train to
Yard information is critical because it plays a role on the decision regarding placement of refueling trucks
Loco-yard assignment can be written as: …and so on Literature Review Nourbakhsh and Ouyang (2010) No restriction of fuel at yards Solve using Lagrangean relaxation -difficult sub-problem by shortest path Nag and Murthy (2010) Solve using greedy algorithm There is a limit on the amount of fuel that can be filled at each yard every day
Mathematical Model

MIP Cuts:
If a station yard does not have a contracted refueling truck, it is not possible to fuel the locomotive at that yard. It would effectively mean that the x variable for a particular locomotive and stop sequence has to be less than or equal to the z variable corresponding to the yard in the optimal solution For every yard sequence s k ∈ s, there exists a finite set of station yards S k ∈ {s k + 1, …, s k + n} such that the locomotive must be refueled in at least one of them to be able to continue the journey. The following cut represents the introduction of this constraint 
Results
Implementation using C and solver used was Gurobi 4.3
The model could not prove the optimality but we were left with a small absolute optimality gap of less than $10 after 24 hours run
Model Name Constraints Included Time Limit (s) Solution (mil $) Optimality Gap (%)
Base (1) - (6) 600 11.41150 1.53%
MIPCut#1
(1) -(7) 600 11.40419 0.85%
MIPCut#2
(1) -(9) 600 11.40068 0.21%
MIPCut#3
(1) - (11) 
Dealing with Uncertainty
Assumption of deterministic fuel consumption throughout the locomotive network is strong and impractical
Fuel requirement for a locomotive varies due to changes in train speeds, braking needs, atmospheric pressure, wind conditions and temperature
If the locomotive consumed 10% more fuel at every section (between two yards), there might have been as many as 700 occasions (about 66% of refueling halts) when the train would have run out of fuel before arriving at the next yard with an available fueling truck While this measure is indicative of the extent to which the theoretical model has been optimized, it also indicates that this solution could be of little interest to the practitioners
Handle uncertainty with a reserve fuel
Change the objective function to:
Add another constraint
The more we increase the value of α, the more we tend to increase the reserve fuel in locomotives
We find that increasing y min gradually to 103.5 gallons results in ensuring that the locomotive never goes without fuel if the consumption increases by 10% on any section 
Conclusion
While existing approaches rely on heuristics, we have shown that this paper that realistic instances of the problem can be solved to optimality with exact methods, thanks to adequate valid inequalities
We could solve very large instances with around 1800 locomotives and 600 station yards -which shows that our approach is practical
We have shown that the concept of uncertainty features are appropriate to generate robust solutions, without impacting the complexity of the model, or the performance of the algorithm Concept can surely be extended to airline fueling and other facilities location problems such as car sharing
Future research must dwell into robust optimization and recoverability in the event of disruptions
